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QUESTION 1

Roger has been discussing iWidgets with a prospective client and has been highlighting certain aspects of the
specification. Which of the following statements is false and thus ill-advised? 

A. Three modes are defined in the iContext Constants (VIEW, EDIT and HELP). An iWidget does not need to support all
three modes. 

B. Overall page management components are provided by the iContext. These include iWidget coordination, page
layout and controls, andbackend service interaction. 

C. iScope is a mechanism to support encapsulation of an iWidget\\'s assests. 

D. The iDescriptor is a special ManagedItemSet which is always persisted by the iContext. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Rafael needs to create a way for non-administrator users to change the look of the Portal 8.0 theme. Which solution will
provide the simplest answer? 

A. Use multiple custom themes. 

B. Create new dynamic content spots to serve multiple CSS files. 

C. Use the new module and profile features to define and load different CSS. 

D. Create a custom theme style to be deployed in the theme\\'s CSS directory, and modify styles.json to include the
style. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following options is valid about downloadable portlets from the IBM Collaboration Solutions Catalog? 

A. Only portlets developed by IBM are hosted by the Collaboration Solutions Catalog website. 

B. Portlets available for download follow open standards. 

C. Portlets available for download are free, trial-based, or fee-based. 

D. Portlets available for download should not be used in the production environment. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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In the case of a processAction or serveResource call, what is the expected behavior if an action or resource parameter
has the same name as a public render parameter? 

A. The public render parameter is ignored. 

B. The public render parameter values must be the last entries in the parameter value array. 

C. The public render parameter is appended with a unique identifier to distinguish it from the action/resource
parameter. 

D. The public render parameter takes precedence and overwrites the value of the action/resource parameter. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

The following code sample uses the PUMA SPI within a standard portlet. 

Sunil needs to retrieve attributes on the current user. Which one of the following lines of code, if inserted at line 6, will
provide the functions to retrieve attributes from the User object? 

A. PumaProfile p = service.getProfile( (javax.portlet.ActionRequest) request); 

B. PumaProfile p = service.getProfile( (javax.portlet.PortletRequest) request); 

C. PumaController p = service getController( (javax.portlet.ActionRequest) request); 

D. PumaController p = service getController( (javax.portlet.PortletRequest) request); 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Bill is developing a mail portlet. One of the requirements of the mail portlet is that it should prompt the user for a user
name and password on the first access, then store that information in the credential vault. After that, the mail portlet
should read the credential from the credential vault and use it for logging in to the external application. Which type of
credential slot should Bill use? 

A. System slot 

B. Administrative slot 
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C. Shared user slot 

D. Portlet private slot 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

What does the collaborative services API allow the portlet developer to do? 

A. The API gives the user access to Microsoft Exchange and IBM Lotus Notes inboxes when developing custom
portlets. 

B. The API allows the user to connect to social services such as Twitter and Facebook for custom portlets. 

C. The API provides person tags to custom portlets. 

D. The API provides the IBM Connections business cards capability to a custom portlet. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

MegaCorp is working on integrating one of their applications existing in non-IBM WebSphere Portal environments into
WebSphere Portal. Which of the following options should they use for this purpose? 

A. WebClipping Portlet International Edition 

B. IntegrationPortlet 

C. WebClipping Portlet 

D. IntegrationPortlet_jsEnabled 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following statements is true when using a resource URL in AJAX? 

A. Changing state of the portlet is not allowed during the serveResource() method. 

B. The portlet mode and window state can be changed during the serveResource() method. 

C. New render parameters can be set during the serveResource() method. 

D. Portlet preferences can be set during the serveResource() method. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 10

Which of the following statements regarding the Controller model is false? 

A. A developer must commit the controller to persist the modifications. 

B. A developer can only modify one resource per controller before committing the modifications. 

C. The Controller model enhances the read-only portal model SPI by adding writable aspects. 

D. The Content Model Controller allows a developer to modify the content topology and the properties of content nodes,
such as pages, labels,and content URLs. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

The following code sample is an excerpt from an implementation of a custom ExplicitLoginFilter. 

Evan needs to implement custom logic to check whether the user needs to accept an updated user agreement. Which
one of the following lines of code allows the user to be sent the friendly IBM WebSphere Portal URL
\\'acceptAgreement,\\' if the checkUser method returns true? 

A. resp.sendRedirect("/wps/myportal/acceptAgreement"); 

B. portalLoginContext.setRedirectURL("/wps/myportal/acceptAgreement"); 

C. RequestDispatcher rd = req.getRequestDispatcher("/wps/myportal/acceptAgreement"); rd.forward(req, resp); 

D. RequestDispatcher rd = req.getRequestDispatcher("/wps/myportal/acceptAgreement"); rd.include(req, resp); 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Tyson is the sole IBM WebSphere Portal administrator in his company. He has developed a portlet that uses content
spots to bind certain portlet markup to users specific to a certain group accessing the portlet itself. What bindings can
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Tyson create to associate the users with the content spots to be shown? 

A. He can use Personalization Rules based on user and group information, hiding and showing the content spots per
each grouping as desired. 

B. He can use the ContentPresentationModel to hide and show content spots based on any parameter included in the
ContentPresentationResource and change the content spot based on the user\\'s group 

C. He can store a personalization rule in the theme that creates a new version of the portlet for each user group
automatically on first access,using the PortletClientModel and leveraging the PUMA UserGroup object 

D. Portlets cannot include dynamic content spots. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 13

Which is not a valid CSS style defined in the JSR 286 Portlet Specification? 

A. portlet-a 

B. portlet-font 

C. portlet-msg-info 

D. portlet-section-text 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Which one of the following statements is valid regarding credential objects? 

A. Credential objects are serializable. 

B. To create a slot for storing active credentials, set the active parameter of the CredentialVaultService.createSlot
method to true. 

C. Passive credential objects hide the credential\\'s secret from the portlet. 

D. Portlets that use active credential objects need to extract the secret from the credential to authenticate with the
backend. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Which of the following statements is not a true statement about the Portlet Login service? 
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A. The login service can be used to trigger a form-based login to IBM WebSphere Portal from any portlet. 

B. The login service can be used to retrieve a com.ibm.portal.um.User object representing the current user and
providing the current user\\'sprofile attributes. 

C. The login service can be used to propagate information to the WebSphere Portal login, for example, in the
javax.security.auth.Subject objectpassed on to the JAAS login. 

D. The login service can be used to change the default behavior in reaction to particular errors that might occur during
the login, such asredirecting the user to a change password page if the user\\'s password is expired. 

Correct Answer: B 
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